1.
Introduction. In this note we give a generalization of a spectral representation theorem for self adjoint operators in a Hilbert space recently obtained by the author [1] . Our interest here is to develop corresponding results for a fc-tuple (T l9 ... , T k ) of commuting self adjoint operators.
In this section we present some definitions and terminology. DEFINITION 1. Let {/%}, ^<i,j<,n, be a family of complex valued set functions defined on the bounded Borel subsets of R k . The family (/%) will be called an nxn positive matrix measure if (i) the matrix (ju^M)) is Hermitian positive semi-definite for each bounded Borel set M^R k ;
(ii) we have 
Specifically if E denotes the spectral measure on the Borel sets of R k satisfying
whenever M^ R, /= 1,... , k are Borel sets and ifp(A l5 ... , X k ) is a Borel function on R k , there exists a unique linear operator p(T l9 . .. , 7^) in H satisfying
JR

Its domain of definition is given by
D(p(T l9 . . ., T fc )) = |/e H | JVjjtf)!" (2Z(W,/) < «J.
Details of these results can be found in [3, pp. 269-284] . Our definition of p(T l9 . .. , T k ) differs slightly from that of Prugovecki in that given a Borel function p{X) he establishes the existence of a linear operator p(T l9 ...
,
Our definition can be obtained by replacing p (A) by p (A) in (2) . For consistency with our earlier work [1] we shall use definition (1) 2. The spectral representation theorem. Let H be a Hilbert space and T t = J* oe ÀE { (dX), z=l, 2,... , k 9 a commuting fc-tuple of self adjoint operators in H. Denote by E, the spectral measure defined on Borel subsets of R k and satisfying
For a finite set N^H 9 N={f l9 ... ,/ n }, i/^ will denote the closure of the manifold in ^consisting of all vectors of the form p x (T l9 ..
. , T k )f x -\ \-p n (T l9 .. . , T k )f n where p t varies over Borel functions defined J^-almost everywhere on R k for which/;, e D( Pi (T l9 . . . , T k )) 9 \<i<n.
The following Lemmas, Definition and Theorems have precise analogues in our earlier work dealing with a single self adjoint operator [1] . It is not our purpose here to reproduce verbatim existing arguments but rather to note that they carry over mutatis mutandis to the present situation. Accordingly, we take the liberty of stating these results without proof, referring the reader to the above reference. Our project is now complete. The reader will see that by reference to existing results and noting their immediate generalization we have been able to produce a spectral representation theory for commuting fc-tuples of self adjoint operators.
